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ABSTRACT

Measurement of faecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGMs) has become a useful and widely-accepted method for the non-invasive evaluation of stress in vertebrates. In this study we assessed the adrenocortical activity of five captive African penguins (*Spheniscus demersus*) by means of FGM evaluation following a biological stressor, *i.e.* capture and immobilization. In addition, we detected individual differences in secretion of FGMs during a stage of the normal biological cycle of penguins, namely the breeding period, without any external or induced causes of stress. Our results showed that FGM concentrations peaked 5.5 to 8 h after the induced stress in all birds, and significantly decreased within 30 h. As predictable, the highest peak of FGMs (6591 ng/g) was reached by the youngest penguin, which was at its first experience with the stressor. This peak was 1.8-2.7 fold higher compared to those of the other animals habituated to the stimulus. For the breeding period, our results revealed that the increase in FGMs compared to ordinary levels, and the peaks of FGMs, varied widely depending on the age and mainly on the reproductive state of the animal. The bird which showed the lowest peak (2518 ng/g) was an old male that was not in a reproductive state at the time of the study. Higher FGM increases and peaks were reached by the two birds which were brooding (male: 5552%, 96631 ng/g; female: 1438%, 22846 ng/g) and by the youngest bird (1582%, 39700 ng/g). The impact of the reproductive state on FGM levels was unexpected compared to that produced by the induced stress. The EIA used in this study to measure FGM levels proved to be a reliable tool for assessing individual and biologically-relevant changes in FGM concentrations in African Penguin. Moreover, this method allowed detection of physiological stress during the breeding period, and identification of individual differences in relation to the reproductive status. The increase in FGM levels as a response to capture and immobilization suggests that the measured metabolites are appropriate indicators of adrenal activity in these birds.
1. INTRODUCTION

Stress can be defined as a physiological response elicited when an individual perceives a threat to its homeostasis (Hulsman et al., 2011). Exposure to stressful stimuli usually results in an increased secretion of glucocorticoid hormones (GCs) subsequent to the activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis (Möstl and Palme, 2002; Touma and Palme, 2005; Sheriff et al., 2011; Benhaiem et al., 2012). The main GCs produced by the adrenal gland are cortisol and corticosterone, with the latter being predominant in birds (Möstl et al., 2005; Palme et al., 2005; Cockrem, 2007).

The quantification of cortisol and corticosterone in blood sampling provides valuable information as an index of stress. However, blood sampling can be problematic if the collection procedure itself induces a stress response and therefore, in many species, non-invasive sampling techniques are preferred (Watson et al., 2013). A widely-employed alternative method is the measurement of GC metabolites from faecal samples (Palme et al., 2005). This method offers several practical advantages, for example, easy collection of the samples, and repeated sampling of the same individual is possible without affecting its behaviour or its endocrine status (Touma and Palme, 2005). Moreover, while the blood sample values are an instantaneous indication of the hormone concentration at a specific time point, in faecal samples, hormone levels are integrated over a certain time period, and thus represent cumulative secretion (Goymann et al., 1999; Keay et al., 2006; Cockrem, 2007; Palme, 2012).

There are clear interspecies and gender differences regarding the metabolism and excretion of FGMs, and a careful validation of FGM excretion for each species and sex investigated is therefore obligatory (Goymann, 2005; Touma and Palme, 2005). A common practice is to carry out a physiological validation by administering exogenous adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH), which induces synthesis and release...
of adrenocortical glucocorticoids, which is reflecting in the secretion pattern of FGMs after a specific time period (Wasser et al. 2000; Touma and Palme, 2005; Pribbenow et al., 2013).

An alternative accepted method is biological validation by exposing an animal to a biological stressor and measuring FGMs in the samples (Palme, 2005; Touma and Palme, 2005; Sheriff et al. 2011). In previous studies, a variety of biological stressors have been used for validation, namely capture and restraint (e.g. Terio et al. 1999, Dehnhard et al., 2001; Wells and Washburn, 2003; Rettenbacher and Palme, 2009), institutional translocation (e.g. Goymann et al., 1999; Pribbenow et al., 2013; Watson et al., 2013), transport (e.g. Dehnhard et al., 2001; Palme et al., 2002; Rettenbacher and Palme, 2009), social tension (Goymann et al., 1999; Young et al., 2004), and anaesthesia (Young et al., 2004; Benhaiem et al., 2012). Validation using a biological stressor is recommended in endangered or intractable species when physiological validation is impracticable (Palme, 2005; Touma and Palme, 2005). Moreover, this test ensures that the method will appropriately measure GCs in the field when animals are exposed to genuine stressors (Sheriff et al., 2011).

Despite the remarkable adaptability of certain species to live and reproduce in captivity, stress is one of the major issues currently facing zoological facilities around the world, and alleviating stress should be a key consideration for management programmes for captive animals (Narayan et al., 2013). In general, for zoo species, the effects of the animals’ surroundings such as space, food availability, social conditions (Hogan et al., 2012), and presence of visitors and noise (e.g. Birke, 2002; Davey, 2007), have crucial implications for their welfare and health. Persistent stress causes prolonged secretion of glucocorticoids, which has deleterious consequences on individual fitness and reproductive success, and induces immunosuppression (Munck et al., 1984; Liptrap, 1993; Munck and Naráy-Fejes-Tóth, 1994; Benhaiem et al., 2012; Pribbenow et al., 2013). However, stressful circumstances facing animals in captive environments are not always easy to identify. Furthermore, stress responses can differ markedly between species and individuals (Palme, 2012) and many factors influence FGM levels, such as age, sex, diet, metabolic rate, social status, and early life experiences (Touma and Palme, 2005; Goymann, 2012).
Monitoring adrenal activity through non-invasive faecal hormone sampling is rapidly gaining popularity as a tool to assess zoo animal welfare (Clark et al., 2012) in order to ascertain the causes of stress and to develop mitigating strategies.

The African Penguin (*Spheniscus demersus*) is a marine bird endemic to South Africa and Namibia. The current conservation status of this species is “Endangered”, and it is indicated in the Red List of Threatened Species of the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) that the wild population has dramatically decreased in recent years to less than 75,000 – 80,000 mature individuals (BirdLife International, 2013). This decline is mainly due to loss of habitat, reduction of fish stocks, environmental pollution (including oil spills), and egg collection (Barham et al. 2006; Crawford et al. 2011). The African Penguin nests in large colonies, breeds throughout the year with peak breeding months varying locally, and usually lays two eggs (Crawford et al., 2006). This bird has a monogamous mating system with intensive biparental care during hatching and chick feeding (Crawford et al., 2013). As the African Penguin faces a great risk of extinction, ex situ conservation programs are becoming increasingly crucial. Due to the capability of this species to adapt to temperate environments (Frost et al., 1976), it is exhibited in zoos and aquaria all over the world.

Here, we investigate stress in a captive animal, using a non-invasive approach for measuring GCs in African penguins held in a zoological park (Zoom Torino, Italy). The aim of the study was to use a validated enzyme immunoassay (EIA) (Anfossi et al., 2014) to assess ordinary FGM concentrations, to assess the alteration of FGMS following a handling stress protocol, and during the breeding season without any extraneous or induced stress.

### 2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

#### 2.1 Animals and Housing
Three male and two female African Penguins were involved in this study. The birds were housed in an exhibit (named “Bolder Beach”) of the biopark Zoom Torino (44° 56’ N, 7° 25’ E) in Italy. The exhibit reproduces the habitat of “Boulder Beach”, a natural nesting site in South Africa, near Cape Town, and covers an area of 1,500 m², including a pond of 120 m² (water depth maximum 3 m; temperature constantly maintained at 15°C). The exhibit substrate is made from sand and pebbles; trees and bushes are present to serve as hiding places or cover for penguins, and artificial nests are present in sufficient numbers to accommodate each pair. All penguins involved in the study were born and reared in captivity; sex, date of birth and zoological facility of birth are indicated in Table 1. All penguins had an adult plumage. The penguin younger than 2 years old, looking for a mate and/or a nest was classified as “prospector” (Warham, 1990), penguins aged 2-20 years as “adult”, and the penguins older than 20 years as “old”, as the average lifespan of *Spheniscus demersus* is 10 to 27 years (Pearce, 2011) (Table 1).

### 2.2 Sample collection

The birds were observed from a distance higher than 5 m, through binoculars to avoid disturbing the animals if necessary, by a researcher standing motionless outside the exhibit. Each penguin involved into the study was identified by means of a coloured flipper band on its wing. After a defecation event, the researcher entered the exhibit and gathered the expelled faeces. Sample collection took place immediately after defecation to avoid bacterial and microbial degradation (Millspaugh and Washburn, 2004). As urinal and faecal excretion are combined in birds, we only collected the faecal portion from droppings, which was distinguishable by colour (Ninnes *et al*., 2010). Samples were gathered in cryovials and frozen immediately after collection at -20 °C (Millspaugh and Washburn, 2004; Palme *et al*., 2005; Sheriff *et al*., 2011). Throughout the study period the penguins’ diet was not modified in order to avoid alterations in gut flora and as a consequence steroid metabolism (Sheriff *et al*., 2011).

The study was conducted between September 2013 and April 2014. To assess the ability of the EIA to detect physiologic changes in adrenocortical activity and to evaluate individual differences, faecal
samples from five penguins were collected during three sampling periods: during an ordinary day without known stress (named: “Ordinary”), after a stressful event for the penguins (named: “Stress”), and during the breeding period (named: “Breeding”). Sample number and frequency depended on the individual.

2.2.1 Ordinary day (Ordinary)

A total of 16 samples were collected during an ordinary day, defined as a day lacking any known stress for the penguins. The colony was observed during the day prior to collection and during the early morning before starting sample collection in order to ensure that no stressful circumstances disturbed the animals. None of the penguins in the colony were subjected to veterinary checks. The keepers only entered into the exhibit for daily feeding and did not perform any maintenance work. Faeces collection continued over a period of 10 h, starting at 9:30 AM and ending at 7:30 PM of the same day.

2.2.2 Stressful event (Stress)

A total of 21 samples were collected from the five penguins after capture and immobilization for veterinary health investigation. It is commonly accepted that immobilization is a stressor for captive animals (Terio et al., 1999; Morgan and Tromborg, 2007; Franceschini et al., 2008). We used this method to biologically validate the EIA as an alternative to conducting an adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) challenge, as the Zoological facility did not approve any exogenous chemical treatment that was not necessary to the animals’ health. In Zoom park the capture of penguins for veterinary investigations takes place about twice yearly; besides that, animals are captured every time that they have healthy problems or for management procedures (e.g. flipper band or microchip applications). Nevertheless, the youngest penguin had never been captured before the study, either for veterinary procedures or microchip application.

Capture took place within the exhibit and the animals were immobilized for about 5 minutes each; after veterinary procedures the animals were immediately released. Sample collection started after the
stressful event, and continued over the subsequent 30 h, except at night.

2.2.3 Breeding period (Breeding)

A total of 28 samples were collected during the breeding period. However, the five penguins varied in sex, age and breeding stage; individual differences are listed in Table 2. In particular, we recorded whether the penguin hatched, if it fed its chicks and if it had a regular partner and nest. Sample collection started at 9:30 AM and continued over the subsequent 30 h until 3:30 PM of the following day, except at night.

2.3 Faecal Glucocorticoid Metabolite extraction

FGM extraction was carried out following the procedure described by Anfossi et al. (2014). Briefly, penguin faeces were transferred to a 15 ml tube and extracted with 5 ml of methanol: water (70: 30, v/v). After centrifugation, supernatants were transferred to a weighted tube, and the amount of the extracted sample was calculated by the difference between the total weight of the extract and the weight of the extraction solvent. Sample extracts were immediately stored at -20°C until required for analysis.

2.4 Enzyme Immunoassay (EIA)

Before FGM analysis the immunoassay was validated for African Penguins by testing specificity, precision, limit of detection, and accuracy (Anfossi et al., 2014).

The assay is based on a polyclonal antibody raised against cortisol-3-(O-carboxymethyl)oxime-BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin). Antibody cross-reactivity to different steroids were as follows: 4-pregnen-11β,21-diol-3,20-dione (corticosterone), 100%; 4-pregnen-3β,17,21-triol-3,20-dione (cortisol), 100%; 1,4-Pregnadiene-11β,17α,21-triol-3,20-dione (prednisolone), 38%; 11β,17α,21-Trihydroxy-6α-methyl-1,4-pregnadiene-3,20-dione (methyl-prednisolone), 26%; 4-pregnen-3,20-dione (progesterone), 8%; 4-
The experimental protocol has been previously reported (Anfossi et al., 2014). Briefly, calibration curves were obtained by dispensing 150 μl of the conjugate (cortisol-3-(O-carboxymethyl)oxime-horse radish peroxidase diluted at 1.5 mg L⁻¹ in 20 mM TRIS buffer pH 8.0 supplemented with 0.3 M NaCl, 1% BSA, and 0.1% Tween 20) and 50 μl of corticosterone (diluted in 35% methanol at concentrations ranging from 0 to 50 μg l⁻¹) into immunoreactive wells obtained by coating with the polyclonal antibody. After 1-hour incubation, wells were washed, and colour development was obtained by 30 min incubation with TMB (200 μl per well). A volume of 50 μl of sulphuric acid (2 M) was used as a stop solution, and absorbance was recorded at 450 nm. Unknown sample concentrations were measured by replacing the corticosterone standard solution with sample extracts diluted 1 + 1 with water and then 1 + 4 or 1 + 9 with 35% methanol. All standards and samples were measured in duplicate.

2.5 Data analysis

For each penguin, ordinary levels of glucocorticoid metabolites in the faeces were defined as the mean of the concentrations of all samples collected during the ordinary day. For each penguin, the average FGM concentration (expressed as mean±SEM), for each sampling period was calculated. The increase of maximum values reached by each bird during the sampling periods Stress and Breeding, compared to the ordinary levels, was assessed.
Data were tested for normality and equality of variance. The average FGM concentrations in each sampling period were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test; likewise, the maximum values of FGM concentrations reached by penguins in each sampling period were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test.

All values were allocated into time frames (Dehnhard et al., 2001; Coradello et al., 2012) of 5 h and the concentrations of FGMs were compared for each interval using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test for the sampling period Ordinary, and the Kruskal-Wallis test for Stress and Breeding, followed by the post-hoc Nemenyi Damico Wolfe Dunn test. The coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated for each penguin and for each sampling period. The CV is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, and is expressed as a percentage.

According to the method outlined by Hogan et al. (2012), analyses of the profiles of FGM secretion after the stressful event (Stress) and during the breeding period (Breeding) were carried out in order to identify significant peaks. Values ≥ 1SD above the overall mean for a given animal were considered ‘spikes’. Baseline FGM levels were derived from a re-calculation of the mean value after excluding the ‘spike’ concentrations. A FGM concentration >2SD above the baseline was accepted as a significant peak. Statistical analyses were carried out using the R software, Version 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2014), p<0.05 was considered as significant.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Comparison of FGM concentrations between sampling periods

There was inter-animal variability in the mean values of all samples obtained during Ordinary period, in the maximum values reached both in the Stress and Breeding periods and in the increase compared to the ordinary level (Table 3). The overall average FGM concentrations did not differ between the sampling periods (Ordinary, Stress, and Breeding) (Kruskal-Wallis $X^2$=1.486, df=2, $p$=0.475). The maximum values
reached during the sampling periods differed significantly \((\text{Kruskal-Wallis } \chi^2=7.62, \text{ df}=2, p=0.022)\). The \textit{Nemenyi Damico Wolfe Dunn post-hoc test} showed that the maximum values of FGMs differed significantly between \textit{Ordinary} and \textit{Breeding} \((p=0.006)\), and the maximum FGM concentrations were higher during the breeding period (Figure 1).

3.2 Handling Stress

Capture and immobilization resulted in an increase in maximum values of FGM concentration in all five penguins compared to the ordinary level (Table 3). Moreover, there was a significant difference between the FGMs evaluated in time frames of 5 h each \((\text{Kruskal-Wallis } \chi^2=11.909, \text{ df}=3, p=0.007)\). The \textit{Nemenyi Damico Wolfe Dunn post-hoc test} showed that the concentration of the metabolites was significantly increased during the second time frame after the stressful event (5-10 h) compared to the first (0-5 h) \((p=0.007)\) and the fourth time frame (25-30 h) \((p=0.006)\) (Figure 2). In particular, the maximum values were reached for all five animals between 5.5 and 8 h after the stressful event, and these values corresponded to significant peaks (Table 3 and Figure 3).

3.3 Breeding period

During the breeding period, there was an increase in FGM concentration in all five penguins compared to the ordinary level (Table 3). The higher significant peaks were reached by penguins S, Z, and G (Table 3 and Figure 4). There was no significant difference between FGM values evaluated in the time frames of 5 h each \((\text{Kruskal-Wallis } \chi^2=1.154, \text{ df}=3, p=0.764)\).

3.4 Comparison between penguins according to sampling period

The individual ordinary level, calculated as the mean of FGMs in samples collected during the ordinary day, differed between penguins. In particular, the lowest values corresponded to the oldest birds (R: 804±927 ng/g; K: 1456±465 ng/g), while the highest ordinary level corresponded to the prospector (G:...
2509±780 ng/g) (Table 3). An old male penguin (R) showed the highest CV in mean FGM values (99%), while the remaining birds showed similar levels of CV in their means (Figure 5).

Regarding the samples collected after the stressful event for the biological validation, the highest mean values corresponded to the prospector (G: 3294±2868 ng/g), as well as the highest peak value after the stressful event (G: 6591 ng/g) (Table 3): this peak was 1.8-2.7 fold higher compared to those of the other penguins. This animal was born at the Zoom Park, it was the youngest bird, and before the study had never been captured. An old male penguin (R) showed the highest CV in its mean FGM values (82%) (Figure 5).

The highest means of FGM levels in samples collected during the breeding season corresponded to the adult penguins (S: 17809±38632 ng/g; Z: 14301±9480 ng/g), followed by the mean of the prospector (G: 7577±14514 ng/g). The lowest means of FGM levels corresponded to the oldest penguins (R: 846±943 ng/g; K: 2389±1160 ng/g) (Table 3). Both adult penguins (S and Z) were hatching eggs at the time of sample collection, and penguin S was also feeding a chick. The prospector (G) was, instead, looking for a partner and a nest. One of old penguins (K) was feeding a chick but had no eggs and the other old penguin (R) had a nest but had neither eggs nor chicks. The highest peak FGM values were reached during the breeding period by penguins S (96631 ng/g) and G (39700 ng/g), followed by Z (22846 ng/g) (Table 3). Penguins S and G showed the highest CV in their mean FGMs (198% and 177%, respectively) (Figure 5).

4. DISCUSSION

We assessed the adrenocortical activity of captive African Penguins (*Spheniscus demersus*) using a non-invasive technique. We validated the measurement of faecal corticosterone metabolites using a biological stressor for this species. To be able to reliably assess glucocorticoid metabolites in faeces of African Penguins, we previously developed and optimized a dedicated enzyme immunoassay (EIA) (Anfossi *et al.*, 2014). Samples belonging to the stress sampling set were employed at the purpose, as
they were expected to cover a wide range of FGM levels and were representative of variability associated to individuals and time of collection compared to biological functions (*i.e.*: feeding). For this study we have re-analysed the faecal samples from the stress-protocol used to validate the EIA. Notably, the means values and the maximum values of four individuals (R, K, Z and G) (Table 3) showed similar results to those reported in Anfossi *et al.* (2014), confirming the reliability of the employed method. In addition, we estimated the ordinary levels of FGM by measuring samples collected during an ordinary day, defined as a day lacking of any known stress for the penguins, and we studied individual differences in FGM secretion during a stage of the normal biological cycle of penguins, namely the breeding period, without any external or induced causes of stress. Two female and three male captive penguins were involved in the study, with different ages and different breeding statuses.

We demonstrated an increase in FGM levels after 5 h, and a decrease within 30 h, with respect to biological stress, *i.e.* the capture and immobilization of animals (Figure 2). Naturally, there is a time delay between stimulation of the HPA axis and increase in FGMs excreted in faeces following a biological challenge (Narayan *et al.*, 2013). This delay corresponds to the time for food to be digested and passed from the duodenum to the rectum, it is species-dependent, and may be influenced by different factors such as feed intake (Palme *et al.*, 2005). Determination of this time delay is important to identify the causes of elevation of FGM levels, and to be able to impute the increases to specific events (Narayan *et al.*, 2013). In general, the time delay between the stress and the excretion of FGMs from the adrenal gland in birds is a few hours. Accordingly, our data showed that FGM concentrations peaked 5.5 to 8 h after the stressful event (Table 3 and Figure 3). This range is in good agreement with those previously obtained after ACTH administration in chickens (*Gallus domesticus*) (4-8 h) by Dehnhard *et al.* (2003), and in Adélie penguins (*Pygoscelis adeliae*) (6-18 h) by Nakagawa *et al.* (2003). Nevertheless, time delays may vary between bird species; for instance, in European Stonechats (*Saxicola torquata rubicola*) (Goymann *et al.*, 2002), Great tits (*Parus major*) (Carere *et al.*, 2003), and Black grouse (*Tetrao tetrix*) (Baltic *et al.*, 2005), the peak was reached within 3 h; while in Florida sandhill cranes (*Gru canadensis pratensis*).
(Ludders et al., 2001), in Capercaillies (*Tetrao urogallus*) (Thiel et al., 2005), and in Mourning doves (*Zenaida macrura*) (Washburn et al., 2003) FGM levels increased after 2-3 h following ACTH stimulation. Wasser et al. (1997) showed an increase in FGMs within 2 h after ACTH injection, with a peak at 12 h in a single female Northern spotted owl (*Strix occidentalis caurina*).

For the biological validation, we used capture and immobilization as a stressor, which is a commonly accepted method to stimulate the adrenocortical activity in captive animals (e.g. Terio et al., 1999). It is generally assumed that birds view capture and handling as a form of predation (Silverin, 1998). Activation of the HPA axis when an animal perceives a stimulus to be a threat, such as predation, is considered to occur simultaneously with the emotion of fear (LeDoux, 1996). Fear responses help the animal to avoid or reduce the possible consequences of exposure to danger (Cockrem, 2007). In addition, animals may adapt to repeated stimuli and, consequently, have less intense fear responses (Furini et al., 2014). Our results showed that the intensity of response to the biologically induced stress differed between the five animals (Table 3 and Figure 3). The highest mean value and peak of FGM levels reached after the stressful event corresponded to the youngest animal (Table 3 and Figure 3). There are two potential factors explaining the high level of FGMs observed in this individual: an age-effect, as it is known that the magnitude of the corticosterone response to a stressor decline with age, and the fact that this individual never experienced the stressor before. This female bird had never been transported from other zoological facilities and, before the study, had never been captured, not even for veterinary procedures; it was therefore its first experience with the stressor. The remaining four penguins had already been captured several times previously, and showed similar mean values and peaks after the stress compared with each other (Table 3 and Figure 3). We hypothesize that the difference in intensity of adrenocortical responses observed between the youngest female and the other penguins could be explained in terms of the different past experience with the stressful event rather than in terms of age-effect, which is, however, a possible justification of the findings. Individual variation between animals, in term of response to the same stressful event is not an unexpected outcome (Hogan et al., 2012), as
adrenocortical responses are known to reflect inter-animal variation in the perception of a stimulus, depending on factors such as previous experience, temperament, age, physical and physiological states (Owen et al., 2004).

The most common method to stimulate GC secretion is by ACTH challenge (Touma and Palme, 2005), in which there is a pharmacological stimulus, in addition to the biological stress (capture and handling for the injection). Therefore, ACTH challenge has the potential to provide useful information on the effect that an intense stimulus has on animals’ stress levels (Narayan et al., 2013). However, this particular method induces a potent stress response, which may not reflect the adrenocortical activity that occurs under natural stress conditions. The use of a biological stressor for the validation could be a more effective means to mimic natural stress causes and to detect the genuine levels of FGMs reached by animals as a response to those stressors. Furthermore, individual differences in corticosterone responses are more evident when birds are challenged with mild rather than strong stressors, as they are mainly caused by differences in adrenal sensitivity to ACTH and not by intensity of ACTH releases from the pituitary (Beuving and Vonder, 1986). We can define the biological stressor that we used as a “mild” stressor, because it lasted only 5 minutes, and the birds were immediately released back into their exhibit following handling, without changing their environment (e.g. use of cage). Notwithstanding, the analytical method employed allowed us to detect increasing and decreasing FGM levels associated with penguin status and to identify significant peaks connected to the stressful event for all penguins (Table 3 and Figure 3).

The reproductive status of animals influences the concentration of faecal GCs (Touma and Palme, 2005). In birds, corticosterone appears to facilitate reproductive activity (Edwards et al., 2013). During the breeding season, adrenal activity is up regulated (Romero and Wingfield, 1998) and breeding individuals tend to have a higher level of GCs compared with non-breeding individuals (Edwards et al., 2013). In addition, the magnitude of the adrenocortical response is positively related to the ability to defend the
nest from predators, as observed in White-rumped sandpiper (*Calidris fuscicollis*) and in Red phalarope (*Phalaropus fulicarius*) by Edwards *et al.* (2013), and has been associated with the reproductive success in Hen harrier (*Circus cinereus*) (García, 2003). Our results showed higher levels of FGMs during the breeding season relative to ordinary levels (Table 3 and Figure 1). Moreover, the increases and peaks are decidedly higher compared to those reached after the stressful event in three out of five penguins (Table 3 and Figure 4). The birds that showed the lowest increases and peaks were the two old males: one of these was not in a reproductive state, had no partner, eggs or chicks, and the other penguin had a partner, fed a chick but had no eggs.

High peaks were reached in two penguins (one male and one female) that were hatching eggs during sample collection (Table 3 and Figure 4). According to the hypothesis based on the vulnerability of offspring to predation (Skutch, 1949; Harvey and Greenwood, 1978; Brunton, 1990), the greater intensity of nest defence is correlated with a phase of major vulnerability of offspring (*i.e.* the egg phase), and this is associated with higher levels of FGMs. Furthermore, the highest peak of FGM levels was reached by the male penguin, which was not only hatching an egg, but was also feeding a chick, at the time of data sampling.

The prospector bird also showed a high peak of FGM levels during the breeding period (Table 3 and Figure 4). Although the prospector had not yet started to breed, we hypothesize that the continuing search for a partner and a nest could result in competition with other birds and consequently it could induce stress, particularly in captivity where these resources are limited. This result is in agreement with what was observed in Greylag Geese (*Anser anser*), which showed an elevated level of FGMs in birds lacking partners during the breeding season (Kotrshal *et al.*, 1998).

We could not find any statistically significant sex-related differences in FGM levels due to the limited number of animals evaluated.

In all sampling periods we detected different variations (CV%) in individual FGM levels (Figure 5). A possible explanation for the observed variations in FGMs between animals and sampling periods could be
related to individual personalities of birds. The personality is defined as a consistent behavioural profile displayed in different situations (Garamszegi et al., 2008), and it determines how individuals generally deal with challenges in their physical and social environment (Quinn and Cresswell, 2005). The corticosterone stress response and behavioural responses to stimuli vary markedly between individual birds, depending on the individual bird’s personality (Cockrem, 2007). Despite the captive conditions, with standard environment and management of animals, we detected differences in FGM concentrations between the penguins involved in the study. Further research could be useful to investigate the relation between FGM profiles and personalities in this species.

In conclusion, FGM analysis appears to be a useful method for monitoring adrenal activity, both after a known induced stress, and during a common stage of biological cycle in captive African Penguins. We have shown that the EIA used in this study is a reliable tool to biologically measure individual and relevant changes in FGM concentrations in African Penguin. The increase in FGM levels as a response to capture and immobilization suggests that the measured metabolites are appropriate indicators of adrenal activity in these birds. Moreover, this method allows detection of physiological stress during the breeding period, and highlights individual differences of the concentration of FGMs in relation to reproductive status. In combination with behavioural observations, the evaluation of FGMs provides a very useful method to assess the welfare of African Penguins. Therefore, this method is helpful to detect and outline potentially stressful situations, which may influence the welfare of animals held in zoological facilities. Furthermore, because the collection protocols are non-invasive, without causing any stress, faecal measurements can improve the ability to identify a genuine physiological response to external events such as human disturbance or mismanagement of animals.

Tables and Figures

Table 1. Details of African penguins involved in the study.

Table 2. Individual differences during the breeding period.
Table 3. Individual Ordinary levels (Ordinary), Mean values, Maximum values (ng/g faeces and %increase), Peak values (ng/g faeces) (Stress and Breeding), and time which were reached after the stressful event (Stress). Sample sizes are indicated in [ ]. “Maximum values” are the highest values of FGM concentration observed for each penguin, “Peaks” are intended as the values of FGM concentration >2SD above the baseline, calculated according to Hogan et al. (2012).

Figure 1. Maximum values of FGMs (ng/g faeces) measured for the five penguins for each sampling period (Ordinary=Ordinary day; Stress=Stressful event; Breeding=Breeding period). The box and whisker plots illustrate the interquartile range, and the black lines indicate the median. The error bars extend from the box to the highest and lowest values. The circles indicate the outliers data.

Figure 2. FGMs (ng/g faeces) measured for the five penguins pooled in time frames of 5 h each (except at night) after the stressful event. The box and whisker plots illustrate the interquartile range, and the black lines indicate the median. The error bars extend from the box to the highest and lowest values. The circles indicate the outliers data.

Figure 3. FGM (ng/g faeces) profile for each penguin after the stressful event during the subsequent 30 h. Data represent FGM concentrations of each sampling time, error bars indicate standard deviations, and significant peaks are labelled with *. The grey band indicates the time interval during which the peaks occurred (5.5-8 h after the stressful event).

Figure 4. FGM (ng/g faeces) profile for each penguin during the breeding period. Sample collection started at 9:30 AM and continued during the subsequent 30 h (3:30 PM of the following day). Data represent single FGM sampling times; error bars indicate standard deviations, and significant peaks are labelled with *.

Figure 5. Box and Whisker plots of FGM levels (ng/g faeces) of each penguin during the ordinary day (Ordinary), after the stressful event (Stress) and during the breeding period (Breeding). Coefficient of Variation (CV%) for each penguin is shown above each individual plot. The box and whisker plots illustrate the interquartile range, and the black lines indicate the median. The error bars extend from the
box to the highest and lowest values. The circles indicate the outliers data (note the different scale of FGMs in breeding period).
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